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ELITE AVIATION PRODUCTS ACQUIRES 17,000 SQ. FT.
MANUFACTURING FACILITY IN IRVINE, CA.
Costa Mesa, California June 2, 2014 – Elite Aviation Products (EAP) announces the acquisition of a
17,000 sq. ft. design, engineering, and manufacturing facility in the heart of Irvine, California.
Dustin Tillman, President and CEO said, “This is a tremendous milestone in support of truly accelerating
our operations into full throttle and establishing the new headquarters of EAP, and its flagship site. This
move reinforces the commitment we have to strengthen our position in the marketplace in response to the
rapid developments we continue to observe. ”
This location will serve as its premier manufacturing hub and corporate headquarters, and will house
cutting-edge manufacturing technologies in order to support the extraordinary growth in the Aerospace
industry. The focus of this facility will be to design, engineer, and manufacture metallic componentry
which will serve as the foundation for EAP's two product suites, the Signature Elite series and the
Essential Elite series, featured in its product catalog offering.
“EAP is fueled by its passion to drive innovation, and having our home in the center of a booming city
such as Irvine is a definite game changer. We are confident that EAP will be a leading manufacturer and
solutions oriented advocate in the region and are proud to showcase our continued pledge to offer a
compelling alternative to the market, a hallmark characteristic of our Company,” said Zeeshawn Zia, Chief
Operating Officer.
In continued support of reshoring efforts, EAP is spearheading the resurgence of manufacturing in the
domestic economy and plans to employ talented engineering, manufacturing, operations, and
administrative professionals within the greater Orange County and Los Angeles region.
About Elite Aviation Products EAP is an advanced design, engineering, and manufacturing company
within the aerospace industry. Elite represents a consortium of talented professionals who are
passionately committed to providing the highest level of customer service and quality, while delivering
cost-competitive supply availability solutions. EAP was formed by senior aviation officials who, tired of
their expectations not being met, set out on a campaign for change; challenging conventionality in the
marketplace and driving customer-centric part supply strategies. Elite is a proud contributor to the
reshoring initiatives, focused on bringing manufacturing back to the United States. EAP’s focus on its core
values and commitment to excellence has made the company an attractive competitive standout to
consumers and investors alike. For more information, please call us at (949)783-7067 or visit us online at
www.EliteAviationProducts.com
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